IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility Society
Technical Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes - Draft
Friday, 23 May 2014,
9:30 am Eastern USA Time
Missouri University of Science & Technology, Rolla, MO

Attendees:
TAC: Bruce Archambeault, Jun Fan, Chuck Bunting
TC1: Doug Kramer, Kimball Williams
TC2: Don Heirman, Tom Fagan
TC3:
TC4: Phil Berger, Ross Carlton
TC5: Mike McInerney
TC6: Karen Dyberg
TC7: John Maas
TC9: Sam Conner, Vignesh Rajamani
TC10: Xiaoning Ye
TC11: Emmanuel Decrossas
SC1: Don Heirman
SC4: Jun Fan
SC5: Daryl Beetner
SC6: Chuck Bunting, Vignesh Rajamani

1. Call to Order, Introductions/Opening Remarks
-- Bruce expressed thanks to Jun Fan for hosting the meeting and providing webex and food for
attendees.
2. Action item review from February
ACTION: ALL TC Chairs/Officers: Make sure that updated information present on
contact spreadsheet. Chuck to resend.
DONE.
ACTION: Bruce/Jun to look into sub-topic generation and active reviewer identification.
Background: > Paper review software: Don - multiple reviewers (two options).
Karen Dyberg - mistaken upload (table of contents from a journal) - send an email
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to author and then reject if no response. Copy Jun Fan as tech paper chair. Tc10
chair - minor suggestions - want to be able to pick sub-topics (with 70 papers it
would help a lot) at submit time. (Don H. - sub topic selected at session definition
time.) The call for papers would need to identify the sub-topic areas. Need a list
of "active" reviewers (don't want to delete them since year by year this status will
change).
Update: Open. Bruce and Jun to update. Confex will host a meeting July 10-11 in DC (to
meet Tori).
ACTION: Don will contact TC officers to begin dialog for role in standards development.
TC chairs to respond.
Update: Done. TC10 responded.

ACTION: Chuck and Don to work TC scoring for standards involvement.
Update: Open. No draft yet
3. EMC Compo and future BoD co-sponsorships
BoD interested in cosponsoring (more than technically) additional groups - expanding
EMC impact. Logo usage, IEEE Explorer plus more. TCS is the level of TAC
involvement. Financial cosponsorship (FCS).
Sister Society issues (Vignesh) - Affiliate memberships offered as part of that. What
relationship to FCS? Recommends having one document instead of three. Don asked
regarding structure of Sister Society Agreements (who signs?) - Bob Scully does.
TAC perspective - If BoD signs on then what role for TCS? Need a discussion to make
unified.
ACTION: Put together a draft of how Co-Sponsorship should work inclusive of
Technical Cosponsorship (paper review quality), Sister Society Agreements and
Financial Cosponsorship. Vignesh to take the lead. Complete by June 6, 2014.
4. Paper placement in sessions for EMCS Raleigh
- Done during the meeting
5. Santa Clara & Dresden paper review timing
Santa Clara Site opens: Aug 1,2014
Reviews start: Oct 20
First Round Reviews done: Nov 10 (3 weeks)
ACTION: Bruce will send out Santa Clara Excel file with dates
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Double submission to Santa Clara and Dresden concern raised by Don as IEEE does not
allow publication of same paper in multiple conferences. TC chairs will need to double
check. Abstract reviews are going to be needed since the titles can be changed without
any change in the text.
TC chairs will have two separate rounds of papers to review. Santa Clara (initial rounds Oct/Nov--2014)
Dresden (initial rounds - Mar/April--2015)
Discussion of the reviewer process for Dresden - How do we find out their expertise? TC
chairs will need to know in order to assign reviewers. In depth clarification of existing
TC chairs roles is needed. Co-chairs may be assigned from EMC Europe. Will there then
be two reviewer pools? Clarification will be obtained at the August TAC meeting.
ACTION: Chuck to make an agenda item: Clarification of review process for Dresden:
TC Chairs, Co-chairs, reviewers, etc.

>> Some discussion of statistics for Raleigh 2014: 186 total papers submitted
Round 1: 21 Accepted, 82 Required Changes, 62 Suggested Changes, 21 Rejected
Round 2: 52 Accepted, 105 Accepted with Suggested Changes, 29 rejected
Some discussion of expected participation for Dresden/Santa Clara. Dresden - EMC
Europe has a large participation and a good number of professors participating. Good
participation expected. Santa Clara - SI/PI in title of conference plus the location should
attract that segment participation. What about others? Comment made that with two
symposia, those in US will go mainly to Santa Clara as US based employers will
probably only allow the attendance at Santa Clara. The opposite is expected for Dresden,
i.e. those in Europe will probably opt for going there and not consider Santa Clara
Jun Fan: Some concerns in the final numbers for EMC 2014: Some papers that would
normally be in measurements and computational moved to SI/PI.
Some highlights: TC2 (16), TC4 (16), TC9 (19), TC10 (66)
TC10 Success attributed to: Organized sessions and optional abstract submission process
to steering committee (independent of paper review process, 30 abstracts were
submitted), committee actively solicited papers from people known to work in the field.
Identification of key hot areas may assist TCs with lower submissions. A steering
committee within each TC may assist in the process. Many TCs should become active to
solicit papers and not just wait for papers to be submitted. Competition with EMC
Europe and APEMC means that the traditional approach is not going to work for the
future.
Vignesh: A review of the TCs - should there be a discussion of consolidation? Are we
too spread out? These types of actions are BoD actions. Don noted that in the past, there
was a preference for specialty TCs which is where we are.
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6. Update on TC involvement in Standards development
Don's slides from Rome - PPT (Rome). (Fully presented in the minutes from February
2014 TAC meeting). TC4 and TC5 added to 299 standard. Other TCs verbally solicited
for input and overlap.
ACTION: Don to provide updated PPT information to be included in minutes.
Information will also be provided to obtain latest information from IEEE.
ACTION: TCs to show Standards information at TC meetings in Raleigh. Answer the
question: In what way is your TC engaging in standards activities which includes the
need for a standard in there area of expertise? Affirm connections suggested by
Standards Committee presented in minutes below.
TC10 is meeting with Don in Raleigh Symposium to detail the process outlined in the
URL: (http://standards.ieee.org/develop/index.html ). Other TCs should consider a
similar discussion with the Standards Committee and Don in particular. There may be a
chance to have Don talk to multiple TCs at the TC10 meeting.
7. Improvements to the paper review software
Reminder of Confex User group meeting in DC in July. Time to make a list of items that
we want fixed indicated below:
a. Best paper report function - matrix of paper number, number of times the box was
checked by reviewers and the scores of Round 1 and Round 2. Should be an option in the
software.
b. Instructions to reviewers and TC chairs. What was the final result of that? We want
consistency among reviewers. Have they been built into the software? Jun: There are
links present on the webpage. Don indicated that the reviewers should also see what the
TC chairs must do with their inputs for both round 1 and round 2.
ACTION: Jun to send directions to all TC chairs regarding TC chair instructions and
Reviewer instructions. The web forum will also be updated.
c. Contact portion: Very detailed and difficult to use. Don wants a simple option - full or
subset of reviewers. For example, "Two days until reviews are due". Automatic notices
at N days out to those who have not provided their reviews. Two weeks out, 1 week out,
3 days out, ...,. A report should be sent to the TC chair regarding the emails that get sent
(including the text sent out and the recipients). Software should send these warnings only
to those reviewers that have not completed their full slate of papers.
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d. Reviewer pool identification for EMC Europe, APEMC, etc. Knowing their expertise
would also be needed. [This seems a TC function not a Confex issue]. Have the system
generate an email that identifies availability and then the area of their expertise and
maybe the only areas they want to review. Begin developing a database and quality
ranking of reviewers. TC chairs can "Grade" reviewers similar to the Transactions
Review software.
Consolidation of user names and email addresses to avoid duplicate entries. Use the
IEEE member number.
Reviewer activity is a volunteer activity. Recognition of top reviewers at the symposium
is also worth exploring.
ACTION: Jun: Provide a list of reviewers to be on a "Thank You page" in the Final
Program. The TC chairs should be consulted for the best reviewer if not all the reviewers
get recognition
e. Explore providing a "Special Access" password for late paper submission (under
certain conditions) rather than opening the entire system for paper submission. If reviews
have already started on the original submission, there has to be a reissue of the late paper
submission to the reviewers and to discard the original paper.
f. Author comments for Round 2 to chair and the reviewers. Does system require it? No.
A text block should be provided so that the TC chairs can check to make sure that authors
see their opportunity to rebut round 1 reviews or to describe why they did not make
certain changes as requested by reviewers.
g. Format of the paper, oral vs poster. TC chair can change. Determining the author's
original choice is difficult once a change is made. Please make this information
available.
h. Student paper competition. A link is generated that the advisor fills out that populates
a database maintained at convex to be used at ESAC review time.

8. Discuss possible TC meetings in Dresden and Taiwan in 2015
It is recommended to plan on holding TC meetings in both Santa Clara in March 2015
and Dresden in August 2015. TC chairs can designate someone to conduct the meeting
that he/she is not chairing so that he may not have to be at both.
ACTION: Bruce - Find out if the local committee in Dresden provide a webinar service
to hold a TC meeting remotely.
ACTION>> Possibly update the trifold (Vignesh Rajamani prepared) for Taiwan, discuss
the TCs (for those present) - maybe call it a TAC meeting that presents an overall
perspective of TC activities.
9. New Business
- Special session authors: Are they eligible for Best Paper Award?
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Historically, they have not been eligible. Invited talks are from among the highest caliber
authors. The review process is not the same. Session chair finds reviewers.
Process: TCs recommends then the Conference TC evaluates.
By unanimous vote, the TCs decided that Special Session paper authors who wish to be
considered for Best Paper must submit their paper through the regular paper review
process to even be eligible.
10. Future meeting schedule
- Symposium week, Monday, Friday breakfast meetings
11. Review action item list
Old:
ACTION: Bruce/Jun to look into sub-topic generation and active reviewer identification.
[Done, TC10 to request special report]
ACTION: Chuck and Don to work on TC scoring for standards involvement. [remains
OPEN]
New:
ACTION: Put together a draft of how Co-Sponsorship should work inclusive of
Technical Cosponsorship (paper review quality), Sister Society Agreements and
Financial Cosponsorship. Vignesh to take the lead (Bruce and Don to assist). To be
completed by June 6, 2014.
ACTION: Bruce will send out Santa Clara Excel schedule with review deadlines.
Done: sent immediately after the TAC meeting ended
ACTION: Chuck to make an agenda item: Clarification of review process for Dresden:
TC Chairs, Co-chairs, etc.
ACTION: Jun to send directions to all TC chairs regarding TC chair instructions and
Reviewer instructions. The TAC forum will also be updated.
ACTION: Jun: Provide a list of reviewers to be on a "Thank You page" in the Final
Program.
ACTION: Bruce - Find out if the local committee in Dresden and Santa Clara to provide
a webinar service to hold a TC meeting remotely.
ACTION: Don to provide by 5/23/14 the updated PPT information to be included in
minutes. Information will also be provided to obtain latest information from IEEE with
the list of standards.
Done: sent by the end of the day.
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ACTION: TCs to show Standards information at TC meetings in Raleigh. Answer the
question: In what way is your TC engaging in standards activities? Affirm connections
suggested by Standards Committee presented in minutes below. New work should be
suggested. This to be reported back to TAC at Friday meeting.
Adjourned at 2:50 pm
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